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ABSTRACT
Neighborhood socioeconomic disadvantage is associated to increased individual risk of ischemic heart disease (IHD). However, the value of this association for causal inference is uncertain. Moreover, neighborhoods are often defined by available administrative boundaries without evaluating in which degree these boundaries embrace a relevant socio-geographical context that condition individual differences in IHD risk. Therefore, we performed an analysis of variance, and also compared the associations obtained by conventional multilevel analyses and by quasi-experimental family-based design that provides stronger evidence for causal inference.

Linking the Swedish Multi-Generation Register to several other national registers, we analyzed 184,931 families embracing 415,540 full brothers 45 to 64 years old in 2004, and residing in 8,408 small-area market statistics (SAMS) considered as “neighborhoods” in our study. We investigated the association between low neighborhood income (categorized in groups by deciles) and IHD risk in the next four years. We distinguished between family mean and intrafamilial-centered low neighborhood income, which allowed us to investigate both unrelated individuals from different families and full brothers within families. We applied multilevel logistic regression techniques to obtain odds ratios (OR), variance partition coefficients (VPC) and 95% credible intervals (CI).

In unrelated individuals a decile unit increase of low neighborhood income increased individual IHD risk (OR = 1.04, 95% CI: 1.03–1.07). In the intrafamilial analysis this association was reduced (OR = 1.02, 95% CI: 1.02–1.04). Low neighborhood income seems associated with IHD risk in middle-aged men. However, despite the family-based design, we cannot exclude residual confounding by genetic and non-shared environmental factors. Besides, the low neighborhood level VPC= 1.5% suggest that the SAMS are a rather inappropriate construct of the socio-geographic context that conditions individual variance in IHD risk. In contrast the high family level VPC= 20.1% confirms the relevance of the family context for understanding IHD risk.
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The study of neighborhood effects on health is today an established field of research in social epidemiology (Diez Roux, 2001a; Kawachi & Berkman, 2003). In fact, numerous investigations try to identify causal associations between specific neighborhood social and economic characteristics and individual health conditions (Pickett & Pearl, 2001) such as ischemic heart disease (IHD) risk (Chaix B, 2009).

Investigating causality is a challenge to observational epidemiology, and the analysis of neighborhood causal effects on health presents specific difficulties (Oakes, 2004). Classic observational approaches try to reduce the effect of confounding by adjusting for numerous observable variables in multiple regression analyses, or by applying techniques like propensity scoring or inverse probability weighting (Hernan & Robins, 2006). However, the threat of residual confounding is difficult to eliminate. While randomized trials are the ideal study design for investigating neighborhood average causal effects (Oakes, 2004), they are also subject to many limitations, especially when the units of analysis are entire communities, rather than individuals (Diez Roux, 2004; Merlo & Chaix, 2006).

The methodological challenges inherent in the quantitative analysis of causal contextual effects are related to the identification of the relevant boundaries (Merlo et al., 2009), endogeneity, structural confounding, and extrapolation in multilevel regression analyses (Messer, 2007; Oakes, 2004). These difficulties have led some authors to conclude that knowledge of neighborhood effects could better be gained by qualitative approaches (Cummins et al., 2007).

However, new strategies of analysis, like quasi-experimental family-based designs (Lahey B.B. & D'Onofrio B. M., 2010), provide opportunities for investigating the effects of different contextual exposure in genetically related individuals (e.g., twins, full siblings) who also share a similar familial environmental background. This high intrafamilial correlation provides an opportunity to study the specific effects of a discrepant contextual exposure in
individuals who are—to some degree—interchangeable (e.g., full siblings residing in different neighborhoods with dissimilar degrees of deprivation). That is, the aim of a family-based design would be to approximate a counterfactual situation of exposure appropriate in analyzing causality. However, family-based designs do not completely eliminate issues of residual confounding because, besides remaining genetic differences, family members may also differ in life-course exposures to non-shared environmental factors that condition both the election of the place of residence and IHD risk. Nevertheless, the family design allows us to reduce the confounding effect of unobserved variables, which is a clear advantage compared to classic observational approaches.

Moreover the conventional study of specific contextual effects described above (i.e., the analysis of the association between specific neighborhood level variables and individual outcomes), we also intended to investigate general contextual effects that are estimated by measures of variance and clustering rather than by measures of association (Merlo, 2003; Merlo J et al., 2012; Merlo et al., 2009; Merlo et al., 2001; Petronis & Anthony, 2003; Subramanian SV et al., 2007). The study of general contextual effects shows the extent to which the geographical constructs we use for delimiting the neighborhood context (i.e., parishes, Swedish small-area market statistics, blocks, postal code areas, census tracts, etc.) may condition individual outcomes (e.g. IHD risk) without specifying any contextual characteristic other than the very boundaries we used for defining the context (Merlo et al., 2005). That is, if those boundaries really embrace a relevant socio-geographic context that conditions individual health, one should anticipate not only that there would be a statistically significant variation between neighborhood but also that this geographical variation represents a notable proportion of the total individual-level variation in the health outcome (Boyle MH & Willms JD, 1999; Duncan et al., 1993; Merlo, 2003; Merlo et al., 2004; Merlo et al., 2009; Subramanian SV et al., 2007).
In summary, we sought to replicate previous observational findings suggesting that a discrepant exposure to neighborhood socioeconomic deprivation (e.g., low neighborhood income) is associated with individual IHD risk (Chaix B, 2009). For this purpose, we compared the results obtained by conventional multilevel analyses with those obtained when adopting a family-based design that considers full brothers nested within families. We analyzed “between” and “within” families associations. By design, the associations obtained by conventional multilevel analyses as well as those obtained in the between-families analyses are confounded for the same unobserved factors that are controlled for in the within-families associations. Therefore, while the between-families design resembles the classic multilevel analysis of neighborhood effects, the within-families estimations may be closer to a counterfactual situation of exposure, and therefore, provide more valid information for causal inference. Finally, our investigation explicitly aims to considering general contextual effects in the interpretation of specific contextual effects. In fact, without knowledge on general contextual effects, the specific contextual effects become “decontextualized” (Clarke P & Wheaton B, 2007; Merlo et al., 2009).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study population

In a first step, from the Swedish population residing in the country by December 31, 2004, we identified all the 971,519 men aged 45 to 64 years that fulfilled the inclusion criteria indicated below. We confined our investigation to men, as they have a higher incidence of IHD and more definite measures of socioeconomic position than women (Shavers, 2007). Moreover, we selected Swedish-born individuals, as the identification of familial connections among Swedish natives can be ascertained with far greater precision than those among immigrants.
(Statistics Sweden, 2009). Thereafter, we excluded individuals previously hospitalized for IHD between January 1, 2001, and December 31, 2004. In addition, to improve the measurements of both individual and contextual exposures, we selected men residing in neighborhoods with at least 50 people and who had continuously resided in the country between December 31, 1992, and December 31, 2004. In a second step, by means of the Swedish Multi-Generation Register, we identified all full brothers and included families with two or more full brothers. This procedure yielded 184,931 families, including 43% (415,540/971,519) of the 45- to 64-year-old men.

Every resident of Sweden has a unique personal identification number that permits an accurate linkage of records to be made between different databases. The Swedish authorities replaced this number with an arbitrary code in order to protect the anonymity of the individuals in the study. Using this code, we linked several registers administered by the National Board of Health and Welfare (i.e., the National Patient Register and the National Cause of Death Register) and by Statistics Sweden (i.e., the Swedish Multi-Generational Register, the Register of Total Population, and the Longitudinal Integration Database for Health Insurance and Labor Market Studies). From these registers we obtained information on individual demographic and socioeconomic characteristics, hospitalizations, causes of death, and family and neighborhood variables.

The study was approved by the Ethics Committee at the Karolinska Institute (Dnr 2009-939).

Assessment of individual-level variables

The outcome variable in our study was IHD incidence, defined according to the International Classification of Diseases, 10th Revision, codes I20–I25. Between January 1, 2005, and December 31, 2008, we identified all individuals with the above discharge diagnosis in the Swedish Patient Register, or as underlying or contributing cause of death according to the
Causes of Death Register.

We dichotomized civil status in the year 2004 into living alone (i.e., single, divorced, or widowed) or not living alone (i.e., married, living in a registered partnership, or cohabiting and having children in common). We considered those not living alone as the reference group.

We defined unemployment history as being registered as unemployed in the years 1992, 1998, or 2004. We used the group that never experienced unemployment in any of these three years as a reference.

For each of the years 1992, 1998, and 2004 we computed decile groups of individualized disposable household income. Consequently, every individual obtained the value of his decile income group (i.e., 1, 2, 3… 10). Thereafter, we totaled the yearly values to obtain a variable ranging from 3 to 30. Subsequently, we reordered the cumulative income into groups by deciles (hereafter referred to as “individual income”). We performed this procedure for the whole Swedish population aged between 25 and 64. Therefore, this variable expresses the distribution in the country rather than in the study sample.

Assessment of neighborhood-level variables

We defined neighborhoods on the basis of small-area market statistics (SAMS) from Statistics Sweden. SAMS refers to the smallest administrative area units in Sweden. Those units have an average population of about 2,000 in Stockholm and about 1,000 in the rest of Sweden. The SAMS boundaries are drawn to include similar types of housing in a neighborhood. We recorded an individual’s SAMS for every year from 1992 to 2004. For our analysis we identify 8,408 neighborhoods having at least 50 people.

We operationalized neighborhood socioeconomic circumstances by the proportion of low-income individuals between the ages of 25 and 64 years. For this calculation we used the
whole Swedish population. Therefore, this variable expresses the distribution in the country rather than in the study sample. For this purpose, we defined low individual income as the lowest quartile in the yearly individual income distribution. We calculated this proportion every year between 1992 and 2004 for each SAMS area. Thereafter, we calculated the deciles of the yearly distribution, so that each SAMS area obtained the value of its decile group (i.e., between 1 and 10) every year. Next, we totaled the yearly values for every individual and obtained a cumulative value for the period from 1992 to 2004 (i.e., between 13 and 130). Finally, we categorized the variable into deciles (hereafter referred to as “low neighborhood income”). This cumulative low neighborhood income variable accounts for the fact that the individuals may move from one place to another. In the appendix we provide a visual description of the construction of the cumulative low neighborhood income variable.

Using the values of the cumulative low neighborhood income for each individual, we also calculated a new neighborhood-level variable by averaging the individual values in each neighborhood. We denominate this variable mean low neighborhood income.

Assessment of family-level variables

We calculated family mean low neighborhood income as the average of the values of the variable representing low neighborhood income of the full brothers.

Subsequently, we computed intrafamilial-centered low neighborhood income as the difference between the value of the variable representing low neighborhood income of each sibling and the value of the variable representing familial mean low neighborhood income. A positive value indicates that this sibling is exposed to greater neighborhood deprivation than his full brothers.

All the low neighborhood income variables are comparable, as they have “decile groups” as
their measurement units. The association between decile groups of income and individual IHD risk was approximately linear and dose–response, and therefore, we modeled income as a continuous variable in the analyses.

**Statistical methods**

We applied multilevel logistic regression analyses. This technique accounts for the hierarchical structure of the information with level 1 units (i.e., brothers) nested within level 2 units (e.g., families/neighborhoods), and it estimates regression coefficients with a level 2-specific interpretation (Carlin et al., 2005). The multilevel logistic regression analysis allows calculating both *specific contextual effects* (i.e. the association between a particular area characteristic and individual risk) and *general contextual effects* (i.e. the degree to which the context, as a whole, conditions individual variance in mortality risk)

**Specific contextual effects**

We investigated the association between low neighborhood income and individual IHD risk. Firstly, we performed a conventional multilevel analysis with individual nested within neighborhoods in 2004. For this analysis we calculated the association between the mean neighborhood low income and individual IHD risk.

Secondly, we aimed to compare the results from the classic multilevel analysis of neighborhoods with the results from the sibling design. Therefore, we performed a sibling design and distinguished between familial mean low neighborhood income and intrafamilial-centered low neighborhood income. The familial mean low neighborhood income allows measuring of differences between families. Theoretically, this approach yields a confounded association since, by design, the exposure is calculated for groups (i.e., families) that are unrelated and differ from each other with regard to unknown genetic and shared
environmental factors. The intrafamilial-centered low neighborhood income was intended to approximate the counterfactual situation of exposure and allows contrasting of the IHD experiences of siblings living in different neighborhoods with dissimilar levels of low neighborhood income (Lahey B.B. & D’Onofrio B. M., 2010). The multilevel regression provides a family-specific regression coefficient for this variable that is adjusted for the familial cluster (i.e., the “family cluster” is included as a random term in the regression equation), and therefore, it accounts for an array of unknown shared genetic and environmental factors.

In the analyses we first estimated an age-adjusted model (model 1) followed by a model that also included the individual level variables living alone, unemployment, and income (model 2).

General contextual effects

General contextual effects are assessed by measures of variance and clustering rather than by measures of association (Merlo, 2003; Merlo J et al., 2012; Merlo et al., 2009; Merlo et al., 2001; Petronis & Anthony, 2003; Subramanian SV et al., 2007). We aimed to quantify the extent to which the SAMS we use for delimiting the neighborhood context conditioned individual IHD risk without specifying any contextual characteristic other than the very boundaries we used for defining the SAMS’ context (Merlo et al., 2005). That is, if those boundaries really embrace a relevant socio-geographic context that conditions individual IHD risk, one should expect not only a statistically significant variation between SAMS but also that this geographical variation represents a relevant proportion of the total individual-level variation in individual IHD risk.

The neighborhood variance obtained from a multilevel logistic regression analyses can be translated into measures of heterogeneity, like the median odds ratio (Larsen & Merlo, 2005), and clustering, like the variance partition coefficient (W. Browne et al., 2005; Goldstein et
These measures provide fundamental information for understanding the potential relevance of concrete definitions of neighborhoods we are using (e.g., SAMS definition) as determinants of individual health disparities (Merlo et al., 2009). This information is, in turn, pertinent to public health policy when it comes to identifying the appropriate level of intervention (Merlo, 2003; Merlo et al., 2009).

We calculated the intra-class correlation using the latent variable method (W. Browne et al., 2005; Goldstein et al., 2002; Li J et al., 2008; Merlo et al., 2006b). This approach assumes that the propensity of the outcome is a continuous latent variable underlying our binary response. Each individual has a propensity for the outcome, but only people whose propensity exceeds a certain threshold will express the outcome. Using the logit link, it is assumed that the errors follow the standard logistic distribution and that the unobserved individual underlying variable follows a logistic distribution with individual variance equal to $3.29 (\pi^2/3)$.

$$ICC = \frac{\sigma_j^2}{\sigma_j^2 + \frac{\pi^2}{3}} \times 100$$

where $\sigma_j^2$ is the area variance, and $\frac{\pi^2}{3}$ is the individual-level variance.

For illustrative purposes we calculated the predicted probability of suffering an IHD event at the different decile groups of the neighborhood low-income variables. Using this information, we obtained the relative risk of suffering an IHD event, having the lowest decile group as reference (Figure 1).

The multilevel regression models were estimated with restricted iterative generalized least squares (RIGLS) followed by Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods (W. J. Browne,
2009a) with parameter expansion at the family level to improve the estimation of the variance (W. J. Browne, 2009b). We compared models using the Bayesian deviance information criterion (DIC), and considered a reduction of the DIC greater than 10 as an indication of a better fit, adjusted for model complexity (Spiegelhalter et al., 2002). We extracted the median, 2.5%, and 97.5% values of the posterior distribution to calculate the point estimates of the parameters and their 95% credible interval (CI). We performed the analyses using MLwiN, A software package for fitting multilevel models, Centre for Multilevel Modeling, University of Bristol, version 2.23.

RESULTS

Characteristics of the population

Table 1 indicates the characteristics of the 45- to 64-year-old full brothers included in the study, as well as the characteristics of the population of men before the selection of the family groups. The information is stratified by low neighborhood income and age.

(Table 1 here)

The characteristics of the subpopulation of full brothers proved to be similar to men of the general population. It is clear that, overall, the percentage of men with low income, living alone, and being unemployed increased with every increment of cumulative low neighborhood income. The same pattern can be observed concerning IHD risk.

Specific contextual effects

Table 2 shows the results of the classic multilevel regression analysis with individuals nested within neighborhoods. A decile-unit increase in mean low neighborhood income increased
individual IHD risk (i.e., OR = 1.05, 95% CI: 1.04–1.05). However, this association became lower after adjustment by individual income, unemployment, and civil status in model 2 (OR = 1.03, 95% CI (1.03–1.04)).

Table 3, model 1, indicates that in unrelated individuals a decile unit of family mean low neighborhood income increased individual IHD risk (i.e., OR = 1.05, 95% CI: 1.04–1.06). However, when comparing full brothers using the intrafamilial-centered low neighborhood income, this association was weaker (OR = 1.04, 95% CI: 1.03–1.05), and it became further reduced after adjustment by individual income, unemployment, and civil status in model 2 (OR = 1.02 (1.02–1.04)).

Figure 1 represents the ratio between the predicted probability of suffering an IHD event at a specific decile group of low neighborhood income, and the predicted probability of suffering an IHD event at the first decile group (i.e., reference group). It shows that the strongest association between low neighborhood income and increased individual IHD risk appeared when we used the variable family mean low neighborhood income. On the other hand, we observed the weakest association when using the intrafamilial-centered low neighborhood income. The variable mean low neighborhood income (i.e., the classic multilevel analysis) produces an association of intermediate strength. In any case, adjustment for individual income, unemployment, and civil status further reduces the strength of the association between low neighborhood income and increased individual IHD risk.

**General contextual effects**

Tables 2 and 3 indicate that the family variance was about 16 times higher than the neighborhood variance. The value of the intra-class correlations was only 1.5% for the neighborhood level (Table 2), but as much as 20% for the family level (Table 3).
DISCUSSION

As we have discussed elsewhere (Merlo J, 2011; Merlo J et al., 2012; Merlo et al., 2009; Subramanian SV et al., 2007), from both an epidemiological and a public health policy viewpoint we need to consider two aspects in the investigation of neighborhood effects on health: (i) the validity of the association between neighborhood characteristics and individual IHD risk (i.e., specific contextual effects) and (ii) the relevance of the neighborhood boundaries — like those defining the Swedish SAMS— for understanding individual health disparities (i.e., general contextual effects).

Specific contextual effects

We observed an association between low neighborhood income and individual IHD risk. This observation was in line with previous findings obtained by traditional multilevel analyses and investigating different socioeconomic characteristics of the neighborhood (Chaix B, 2009; Pickett & Pearl, 2001; Sundquist et al., 2004). However, the observed association decreased as we accounted for confounding factors using a quasi-experimental family-based design and adjustment for individual socioeconomic characteristics.

The observed association was strongest when using the family mean low neighborhood income that deliberately forced a confounded comparison of unrelated individuals from families that differ in unknown—and thereby difficult to control—shared genetic and environmental confounding factors. As expected, on the other hand, we detected a weaker association when applying the quasi-experimental family-based design using the intrafamilial-centered low neighborhood income (i.e., comparing full brothers with different contextual exposures). In fact, the intrafamilial design adjusts for unmeasured factors similar to those confounding the association between family mean low neighborhood income and IHD risk. Nevertheless, adjustment by known individual characteristics (i.e., income, unemployment,
and civil status) further reduced the magnitude of the association OR = 1.02 (1.02–1.04).

Therefore, it seems that the sibling analysis alone did not allow us to completely disentangle neighborhood from individual level effects in this population of adult full brothers.

The quasi-experimental family-based design provides observational epidemiology with a powerful strategy for investigating causality (D’Onofrio B. M. et al., 2010; Goodnight J.A. et al., 2010; Lahey B.B. & D’Onofrio B. M., 2010; Merlo, 2010). This design may also be useful in the analyses of neighborhood effects on health (Goodnight J.A. et al., 2010). However, we need to consider that in addition to discrepancies in the contextual exposure of interest, full brothers still have a 50% difference in genetic background. Full brothers also differ in non-shared environmental circumstances acquired across their life course, and these circumstances may be a common cause of both increased IHD risk and the selection of a neighborhood of residence.

In our study we considered the duration of each siblings exposure to low neighborhood income levels over the last 13 years. However, the individuals studied were between 32 and 51 years old when we began the investigation, and by that age siblings may have already moved to areas as conditioned by individual characteristics acquired as adults. To control for this aspect, we also adjusted for individual socioeconomic position (i.e., income and unemployment) and civil status, and we restricted the study sample to men without previous IHD hospitalizations. Even so, this strategy might have been insufficient, and thus we cannot exclude the possibility that the association observed in adults reflects the effect of residual compositional confounding.

A further limitation of our study is the lack of clinical data on individual risk factors. In any case, it can be discussed whether clinical conditions can be conceptualized as confounding or mediating factors (or both) of the effect of individual and of neighborhood socioeconomic
characteristics on IHD risk (Diez Roux, 2001b). Moreover, neighborhoods (i.e., SAMS areas) with similar socioeconomic circumstances may differ in other environmental characteristics that influence individual IHD risk. This situation could also be an additional source of residual confounding.

We performed a logistic regression rather than a survival analysis. However, the results were very similar using a family-stratified conditional Cox regression. This procedure, however, cannot estimate the association between familial mean low neighborhood income and individual IHD, since there is no variation within families in mean low neighborhood income.

Our sibling analysis, by including families with at least two full brothers, reduced the sample size and may have introduced selection bias. Nevertheless, the characteristics of the sibling subpopulation were very similar to those of the overall population.

The estimation of neighborhood causal effects is a cumbersome enterprise (Oakes, 2004) that convey specific difficulties absent when investigating causal effects at the individual level. A fundamental difference from individual-level analyses is that the geographical and administrative limits that define the neighborhoods (e.g., SAMS areas) do not necessarily represent the contexts that affect the individuals (Cummins et al., 2007; Merlo et al., 2009). This aspect needs be investigated by analyzing general contextual effects

*General contextual effects*

The structure of the information in our study was cross-classified with individuals grouped within both families and multiple neighborhoods over time (Browne WJ et al., 2001). However, the clustering of individual IHD risk within neighborhoods in 2004 was very low (i.e., ICC = 1.5%), and we have recently shown similar results in Sweden using parishes as a proxy of neighborhoods and taking into account the residential history of individuals in a cross-classified multilevel analysis (Ohlsson & Merlo, 2011). Consequently, the
neighborhood level can be disregarded without affecting the estimations of standard errors of the regression coefficients, and the low neighborhood income variable was analyzed as an individual-level variable. Obviously if the neighborhood level (i.e., the SAMS) can be disregarded in the multilevel regression analyses, this level should not be a central focus of investigation.

The low individual clustering of IHD risk within SMAS is not surprising, since the SAMS environment is only one small component among an array of spatial and cultural contexts to which individuals are exposed every day and throughout their lives. In fact, the SAMS appear as a very rough instrument for identifying individuals at risk. Therefore, knowledge on the size of the clustering of individual risk with neighborhoods is very pertinent in public health policy when it comes to identifying the appropriate level of intervention (Merlo, 2003; Merlo et al., 2009).

It is intuitive to assume that familial context is a major determinant of individual IHD risk, since full brothers not only have a similar heritability, but also share environments during critical periods in their lives (Lawlor DA et al., 2009; Merlo et al., 2006a). In fact, the intra-familial correlation in individual IHD risk was much higher (i.e., ICC = 20%) than the intra-neighbourhood correlation (i.e., ICC = 1.5%). It is just the existence of intra-familial correlation that qualifies the family design as quasi-experimental. Obviously, the higher the similarity between siblings (i.e., the higher the correlation within families), the better the family design is for investigating causality. In fact, if the siblings were fully interchangeable their similarity would be close to 100%. From this perspective, however, the correlation between full brothers was not so high (i.e., ICC = 20%). Therefore, the sibling design can be affected by confounding, as can any other observational analysis.
Conclusions

We compared full brothers who had different contextual exposures, and we were able to replicate the association between impaired socioeconomic characteristics in a neighborhood and increased individual IHD risk previously described (Chaix B, 2009). However, residual confounding by genetic and non-shared environmental factors may still be present.

In our study the neighborhood ICC was only 1.5%. Therefore, it seems that the SAMS are an inappropriate construct for capturing the relevant context that conditions individual IHD risk.

In summary, based on the unclear causal association between SAMS socioeconomic circumstances and individual IHD risk, together with the minor clustering of individual IHD risk within SAMS, we conclude that Swedish neighborhoods (as defined by the SAMS) play a minor role in conditioning individual IHD risk. However, it is known that Sweden is a highly egalitarian country with relatively low socioeconomic segregation (Islam et al., 2006), and therefore, our results may not be valid for other less egalitarian countries in the world.

Possibly other neighborhood definitions might condition individual IHD risk in a higher degree than the SAMS do. In any case, from the perspective of the Swedish public health policy, rather than blaming some SAMS for their mean IHD risk, a national political system that improves the familial socioeconomic circumstances all over the country could be an effective strategy for preventing individual IHD risk.
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Table 1. Characteristics of the 45- to 64-year-old population of Swedish-born males residing in the country from 1993 to 2004, having no previous hospitalization for ischemic heart disease, and living in one of 8,408 neighborhoods with at least 50 people in 2004. Information is presented by decile groups of low neighborhood income for all men and for those with at least two full brothers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cumulative neighborhood low income (1992–2004)</th>
<th>Number of people</th>
<th>Age (mean years)</th>
<th>Individual low income (%)</th>
<th>Unemployed (%)</th>
<th>Living alone (%)</th>
<th>Ischemic heart disease (2004–2008) (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Decile group 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>104,455</td>
<td>40,939</td>
<td>55.0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>103,947</td>
<td>41,931</td>
<td>54.6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>97,369</td>
<td>39,899</td>
<td>54.4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>100,706</td>
<td>41,820</td>
<td>54.3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>98,928</td>
<td>42,310</td>
<td>54.3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>91,640</td>
<td>39,315</td>
<td>54.2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>10,3095</td>
<td>45,653</td>
<td>54.2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>90,347</td>
<td>40,391</td>
<td>54.2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>98,329</td>
<td>44,917</td>
<td>54.2</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decile group 10</td>
<td>82,703</td>
<td>38,310</td>
<td>54.3</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>971,519</td>
<td>41,5485</td>
<td>54.3</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Because the number of people in every stratum of low cumulative neighborhood income was very large, the point estimations were precise, and so we do not provide 95% confidence intervals.
Table 2. Multilevel logistic regression with individuals nested within neighborhoods in 2004. The analysis investigates the association between cumulative low neighborhood income (1992–2004) and individual ischemic heart disease (2005–2008) in the 415,540 45- to 64-year-old Swedish-born males who were residing in the country from 1993 to 2004, with no previous hospitalization for ischemic heart disease, and who were living in one of 8,408 neighborhoods with at least 50 people by 2004. All models are age-adjusted. Values are odds ratios (95% credible intervals), unless otherwise indicated.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Model 1</th>
<th>Model 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean low neighborhood income* (One decile group increase)</td>
<td>1.05 (1.04–1.05)</td>
<td>1.03 (1.03–1.04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual variables</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Unemployment (yes vs. no)</td>
<td>1.20 (1.16–1.22)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Living alone (yes vs. no)</td>
<td>1.18 (1.14–1.22)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Income (one decile group decrease)</td>
<td>1.03 (1.01–1.04)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neighborhood variance (95% confidence interval)</td>
<td>0.052 (0.019–0.065)</td>
<td>0.051 (0.021–0.067)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intra-neighborhood correlation</td>
<td>1.6%</td>
<td>1.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deviance information criterion</td>
<td>116,416</td>
<td>116,177</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Using the values of the cumulative low neighborhood income (1992–2004) for each individual, we calculated a neighborhood level variable by averaging the individual values in each neighborhood.
Table 3. Multilevel logistic regression with individual nested families (full brothers) in 2004. The analysis investigates the association between cumulative low neighborhood income (1992–2004) and individual ischemic heart disease (2005–2008) in the 415,540 45- to 64-year-old Swedish-born males with at least one full brother who were residing in the country from 1993 to 2004, with no previous hospitalization for ischemic heart disease, and who were living in one of 8,408 neighborhoods with at least 50 people by 2004. All models are age-adjusted. Values are odds ratios (95% confidence intervals), unless otherwise indicated.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model 1</th>
<th>Model 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Low neighborhood income</strong> (One decile group increase)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Familial mean*</td>
<td>1.05 (1.04–1.06)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Intrafamilial-centered**</td>
<td>1.04 (1.03–1.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Individual variables</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Unemployment (yes vs. no)</td>
<td>1.22 (1.17–1.27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Living alone (yes vs. no)</td>
<td>1.19 (1.15–1.23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Income (one decile group decrease)</td>
<td>1.03 (1.02–1.04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Family variance (95% credible interval)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.840 (0.728–0.947)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Intra-family correlation</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Deviance information criterion</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>114,733</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Average of the values of the cumulative low neighborhood income (1992–2004) of the full brothers. **Difference between the value of the variable representing cumulative low neighborhood income of each sibling and the value of the variable representing familial mean low neighborhood income.
Figure 1
Every year the neighborhoods are classed into decile groups according their percentage of people with low income (i.e., being within the first quartile of the individual distribution of income in the 25-65 year-old population) | Cumulative low neighborhood income | Deciles of cumulative low neighborhood income
---|---|---
1 | 13 | 1
2 | 26 | 2
3 | 39 | 3
4 | 52 | 4
5 | 65 | 5
6 | 78 | 6
7 | 91 | 7
8 | 104 | 8
9 | 117 | 9
10 | 130 | 10
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